Abstract: Filled pauses are natural occurrences in spontaneous speech and they may turn up at any level of the speech planning process and in a number of functions. The aim of this paper is to find out whether the diverse functions of filled pauses correlate with diverse articulations resulting in diverse acoustic structures. Spontaneous narratives are used as research material. The duration of the filled pauses and the frequency values of their first two formants are analyzed. The most frequent form, schwa, shows function-dependent realizations as confirmed by the durational values and by the second formant values of these vowel-like sounds.
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1. Introduction

Spontaneous speech is usually rich in disfluency due to the simultaneous operations of speech planning and articulation. Ever since the 1950s, speech errors and disfluencies have been studied as a window into the processes of speech planning (e.g., Goldman-Eisler 1958; Fromkin 1973; Levelt 1989; Shriberg 2001). Disfluencies usually reveal speech planning or execution problems, have a function in self-monitoring, and indicate
that the speaker does not know how to continue or is unable to recall a particular word. They also serve as floor-holders when a speaker needs some additional time to plan the utterance but does not want to cede the floor to the interlocutor (Maclay–Osgood 1959; Livant 1963; Lallgee–Cook 1969). They have a communicative function of helping people manage turn-taking, and mark the speakers’ mental state (Clark 1994; Brennan–Williams 1995; Clark–Fox Tree 2002). Many studies have been done on the factors that might affect fluency rates including the speaker’s age, gender, difficulty of topic domain, length of the utterance, relationship between speakers, etc. (Shriberg 1996; Yaruss et al. 1999; Bortfeld et al. 2001).

Silent pauses and filled pauses are among the most frequent disfluency phenomena that occur in spontaneous speech. They have been investigated since the 1950s (Mahl 1956; Goldman-Eisler 1958; Maclay–Osgood 1959). A silent pause may be considered as disfluency when it does not serve for breathing or for marking a boundary and it does not occur in a rhetoric function, either. Duez (1982) classifies silent pauses into various categories, although she admits that it is almost impossible to do so on the basis of the data alone (cf. Boulton 2006).

There is no general agreement about the terms and their contents concerning filled pauses in the literature. They are variously labeled as filled pauses, hesitations, hesitation pauses or fillers/filler words (cf. Cook 1971; Ruder–Jensen 1972; Ekhund 2001; Clark–Fox Tree 2002; Corley–Hartsuiker 2003; House 2003). On the other hand, some researchers use hesitation phenomena as an umbrella term covering a variety of surface disfluencies like prolongation, word or syllable repetition as well as lexical search (cf. Hokkanen 2001).

Speakers spend the duration of filled pauses producing speech sounds whose articulation requires the least amount of energy. The most frequent forms in English are um, uh and er (Levelt 1989; Clark–Fox Tree 2002). Filled pauses are natural occurrences in spontaneous speech and they may turn up at any level of the speech planning process and in a number of functions. They may occur during conceptual planning or grammatical or phonological encoding, and also during lexical selection (Levelt 1989; Gósy 2002). Filled pauses provide time to surmount difficulties in speech planning or signal ongoing selection processes (Beattie–Butterworth 1979). Furthermore, speakers may need to produce filled pauses because of their uncertainty concerning either the topic of the conversation or the selection of words or grammatical structures. Filled pauses
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also occur in the vicinity of various other speech errors. In the latter case, they mark the speaker’s problem and provide time for the correction process. Filled pauses also play an important role in conversations where they indicate the participant’s intention to speak (Local 2004). In this case, they frequently occur turn-initially. Filled pauses at the end of turns have two main functions. They either signal that the speaker needs time for speech planning processes for various reasons. In this case, the speaker wants to continue speaking; in other words, s/he wants to keep the floor. Or, on the contrary and frequently again, the speaker wants to inform the interlocutor that s/he is about to finish speaking (MacKay–Osgood 1959; Bortfeld et al. 2001). The context might provide clues for distinguishing these two functions of turn-final fillers.

Filled pauses as well as silent ones are also important for speech perception—they provide time for the listener’s comprehension processes (Gósy 2000; Fox Tree 2002; Corley–Hartsuiker 2003).

There is a debate in the literature concerning whether the filled pauses *uh* or *um* are real lexical items in English. These items are supposed by some authors to be conventional English words that speakers plan for, formulate, and produce just as they would do with any other word (Clark–Fox Tree 2002). Filled pauses have their own meanings—utterances including *um* or *uh* do not mean quite the same thing as the corresponding utterances without them. In addition, speech perception deals with *um* and *uh* in the same way as it treats other words. Other researchers, however, do not share this opinion and do not consider *um* and *uh* to be words; moreover, they consider them to be mere noises (Lickley 1995; Lickley–Bard 1996).

A number of factors influence the frequency of filled pauses in spontaneous speech: the age and mental state of the speaker, the topic of conversation, the type of the text, the syntactic structure involved, the length of the utterance, etc. (Cook 1971; Ruder–Jensen 1972; Shriberg 1996; Yaruss et al. 1999; Merlo–Mansur 2004; Bortfeld et al. 2001; Watanabe et al. 2008).

Several former investigations analyzed function-dependent realizations of hesitation phenomena in English. Mahl (1956) divided the types of hesitations, according to their functions, into two groups. Investigations showed that *um* occurs at the beginning of the utterance in general—speakers produce this form during the planning of larger units. In contradistinction to *um*, *uh* is produced during lexical selection (Shriberg 1996). *Um* is generally used in the case of larger speech planning processes.
(Clark–Fox Tree 2002). Silent pauses after um hesitations are longer than those after uh hesitations. In addition, um informs the listener that the speaker has a problem in speech planning and the utterance will not be continued according to the listener’s expectation (Corley–Stewart 2008). There is another form of English hesitation, er, whose occurrence is claimed to depend on function. Speakers use er as an editing term in 92% of all covert repairs, whereas only 6% of fresh starts are introduced by a filled pause of the er type (Levelt 1989).

A similar function-dependent distribution of Japanese hesitation phenomena could not be established, although some tendencies could be found toward some division of functions (Watanabe et al. 2008). Speakers of Japanese prefer the hesitation forms ano and e in cases where they would not produce the form ma.

Filled pauses constitute one of the most frequent types of disfluency in Hungarian spontaneous speech, too (Gósy 2003; Markó 2004; Horváth 2004; Bóna 2006). They invariably indicate some disharmony between planning and execution (Gósy 2003). The terms filled pause and hesitation are used as synonyms in the Hungarian literature. There are authors who consider fillers or filler words functionally also hesitations (Eklund 2001).

In this paper, however, the word filled pause will be used for phenomena when the speaker suspends his/her speech and produces a sound or sound sequence that has no meaning in the language.

Filled pauses are realized in various phonetic forms in Hungarian. Some of them consist of a single speech sound while others comprise two or more speech sounds. According to recent investigations, the most frequent form is a schwa-like vowel (Gósy 2002). This neutral vowel form requires the least articulatory effort. Although filled pause is the most frequent type of disfluency, there has been no systematic investigation of its phonetic realization and function in Hungarian so far.

The topic of the present paper is a functional and acoustic-phonetic analysis of filled pauses in Hungarian spontaneous speech. The goal of the research was to find out whether the diverse functions of these filled pauses are accompanied by different articulation gestures and yield different acoustic structures. Our hypothesis is that filled pauses in spontaneous speech exhibit diverse acoustic structures depending on their functions.
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2. Method, material, subjects

Spontaneous narratives from the BEA Hungarian Spontaneous Speech Corpus (Gósy 2008) were used for the present research. The speakers were all native Hungarian-speaking subjects, 10 males (ages ranged from 29 to 41) and 10 females (ages ranged from 20 to 49). The topics of the narratives were the subjects’ work, family and hobbies on the one hand, and an up-to-date, interesting topic relevant to the subjects’ age and gender on the other.

The recorded narratives, with a total duration of 177 minutes, were submitted to annotation and acoustic phonetic analysis by Praat 4.5 (Boersma–Weenink 2005, cf. Figure 1).

![Fig. 1](image_url)

The method of annotation using Praat 4.5

The total duration of the silent and filled pauses as well as the frequency values of the first two formants of schwa-realizations were analyzed. The formant values were measured at the midpoint of total vowel duration (by automated Praat script) and were controlled manually. The silent pauses occurring in the vicinity of filled pauses and filled pauses themselves were...
annotated manually using Praat software (see above). The duration of silent pauses was defined on the basis of the initial and final points of the labels. None of them was part of a consonant. Silent pauses in utterance initial position were ignored. The values of the pauses were obtained automatically (by Praat script). The shortest duration of silent pauses that were taken into consideration was 30 ms (independently of whether they served for breathing or for any other function). However, there was no durational criterion in the case of filled pauses.

The actual function of the filled pauses was defined on the basis of the context in each case. To test statistical significance adequate tests were performed using SPSS 13.0 (t-tests, analysis of variance).

3. Results

The material contained 666 filled pauses (306 from males and 360 from females). Speakers produced 3.82 filled pauses per minute on average. However, large individual differences were found among speakers (min.: 0.8, max.: 9.5). There was no significant difference between males and females concerning the occurrence of filled pauses (Figure 2). 3.78 filled pauses per minute occurred in the males’ speech on average and 3.86 such phenomena in the female speakers’ corpus.

![Fig. 2](image)

The occurrence of filled pauses per minute
The **forms of filled pauses** in our material show eight different types. They consist either of one speech sound or of two or three speech sounds. The single speech sound is a neutral vowel or a diphthong-like combination of two vowels ([a], [ɛa]) or a bilabial nasal consonant [m]. Filled pauses consisting of several speech sounds are combinations of the above vowels and the nasal with each other or with laryngeal [h], like [am], [ah], [amh], [hah], [eh].

We have analyzed the proportion of filled pause forms in the corpus. A schwa-like vowel is the most frequently pronounced form observed with Hungarian speakers. 78.5% of all filled pauses in the narratives were such sounds (Figure 3). Speakers produce the bilabial nasal in 10.9% and [am] in 7.6% of all filled pauses. The proportion of other forms ([am], [ah], [amh], etc.) taken together is 3%. The occurrence of the various filled pause forms was not speaker-dependent.

![Graph showing the occurrence of filled pause forms](image)

The occurrence of the types of filled pauses

Forms containing more than one speech sound generally require more complex articulatory planning than those consisting of a single speech sound (depending also on the degree of familiarity of the form and on its frequency of occurrence). Although it cannot be proved that the complex forms of filled pauses are results of intended articulation gestures on the part of the speaker, we might assume that the production of these complex sound sequences (i) requires more attention than performing simple articulation gestures and (ii) might involve various operations at
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the speech planning levels before execution. Therefore complex sound sequences are less suitable than filled pause forms consisting of single speech sounds for resolving speech planning problems.

Filled pauses occurred together with silent pauses in 75.6% of all cases. These silent pauses either preceded or followed filled pauses or they occurred in both positions. The combination of filled pauses and silent pauses can be divided into three categories according to the place of the silent pause: (i) a silent pause both precedes and follows a filled pause, (ii) a silent pause precedes a filled pause, or (iii) a silent pause follows a filled pause. Figure 4 shows the occurrences of these combinations as well as the occurrence of filled pauses without any silent pause.

The most frequent combination of silent pause and filled pause was when the silent pause followed the filled pause (38.2% of all occurrences). This combination can be explained by the necessity of more time for the solution of the speech planning problem of the speaker or his/her intention for correction. In other words, if a filled pause has not provided enough time for the speaker, s/he seeks another possibility to gain time for executing his/her speech planning successfully. In these cases the simplest possibility is to remain silent for some time. In example (1), the speaker is probably trying to find the appropriate grammatical form or the appropriate word for his/her thought (cf. Fig. 5). A relatively long silent pause follows a relatively short filled pause, suggesting that the speaker has a planning problem for which s/he is trying to find the solution. (In the examples, ‘öö’ stands for [s] and ‘□’ stands for a silent pause.)
In example (2), a filled pause is both preceded and followed by a silent
pause. This strategy could be observed in 16.6% of all occurrences. We
suppose that the speaker tries to find the solution for the planning
problem during the first silent pause. Since he is unable to do so, the
continuation is a filled pause that is closer to the speech flow in sounding
than a silent pause is. However, to solve the problem he needs extra time,
so he suppresses vocalization again and after that he is able to continue
speaking.

(2) mennyire befolyásolja a többit □ öö □ irodalomból Kosztolányi regényéről írok
'how does this influence the others □ öö □ I write an essay about Kosztolányi’s
novel’

The duration of silent pause plus filled pause combinations was analyzed
depending on their order. The mean duration of silent pauses preceding
filled pauses is 599 ms while the mean duration of those following them
is 498 ms (Table 1). Silent pauses preceding filled pauses are longer on
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average than those following them (one-way ANOVA: $F(1, 610) = 5.434$, $p = 0.020$).

**Table 1**
The duration of silent pauses in the vicinity of filled pauses (ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of silent pauses (ms)</th>
<th>Preceding filled pause</th>
<th>Following filled pause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max.</td>
<td>2671</td>
<td>3283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have analyzed the **function of filled pauses** in spontaneous speech on the basis of their syntactic-semantic contexts. Two main functions were determined and one of them was divided into two subtypes. One of the two main functions is marking the speaker’s production problem while the other one indicates the speaker’s intention to speak. This latter is called the phatic marker function (cf. Gósy–Horváth in press). A filled pause marking the speaker’s production problem can refer either to an internal planning problem when the error itself does not appear on the surface or to an error that appears on the surface. In the first case, the filled pause marks an internal production problem occurring at any level of planning while in the second case the internal planning problem appears as a surface error that is accompanied by a filled pause. When there is no error on the surface, the nature of the internal planning disharmony is hard to define. Filled pauses of this kind will be identified as marks of internal planning problems. A surface error is a more exact mark of the nature of the internal planning disharmony at hand. Filled pauses used in a phatic marker function are produced to introduce a new part of the utterance, or in cases where the speaker tries to expand the message by means of a more comprehensible form. This function overlaps with the function of discourse markers (Jucker 1993; Fox Tree–Schrock 2002). Examples (3)–(6) illustrate the functions of resolving internal planning problem by means of filled pauses.

(3) még a maradék élvezeti ööö érték is elveszne
‘even the remaining pleasure ööö value would be lost’
(4) nekem mondjuk ööö én mondjuk fel akarok használni
‘for me, let’s say let’s say I want to utilize’

(5) aki valami újat tesz...öm hát én sem voltam valami jó gyerek
‘who does something new well I wasn’t a well-behaved child either’

(6) nem köt le tehát öö nekem egy blöff a főiskola
‘I’m not interested so for me, college is a bluff’

Examples (7)–(8) show the same function. In utterance (7), the speaker is looking for the word hirdetések ‘commercials’ and this difficult lexical access results in a filled pause mmm on the surface. Before being successful in finding the right word the speaker utters a word of similar meaning saying that it is not the one he was looking for (nem információk ‘not information’). There is an error of the anticipation type in example (8). The fragment ha... comes from hallani ‘to hear’—it was pronounced earlier than the speaker had intended. As a result of self-monitoring, the speaker recognized the problem and articulation was interrupted according to the main interruption rule—“stop the flow of speech immediately upon detecting trouble” (Levelt 1989, 478). The speaker marked his problem by a filled pause, and the repair of the utterance was also done during filled pause.

(7) jön le a tévéből ezek a közérdekű mmm nem információk, hanem hirdetések ből
‘coming from the TV from these public mmm not information but commercials’

(8) és ha... öö mást sem lehetett hallani a tévében
‘and her... öö nothing else could be heard from the TV’

Speakers often use complex forms to indicate their intention to speak because of the longer durations of such forms. Example (9) contains an utterance initial filled pause marking that the speaker starts speaking.

(9) öö én úgy általában nem nagyon szoktam inni
öö I usually don’t drink too much’

Filled pauses revealing internal planning problems occurred in our material in 86.9% of all filled pauses while those accompanying a surface speech error occurred in 6.8% of all cases. The phatic marker function (marking intention to speak) occurred in 6.3% of all filled pauses (Figure 6).
The question of **interrelations between the functions and the phonetic forms** of filled pauses was also analyzed. The three types of function defined earlier were (i) marking the speaker’s production problem during speech planning that is manifested in a filled pause on the surface, (ii) marking the speaker’s production problem that is manifested both in a filled pause and in some error and (iii) indicating the speaker’s intention to speak. The question is whether the most frequent phonetic forms of filled pause can be related to various functions. Although there are no large differences in phonetic forms depending on function, there are clear tendencies indicating important functional differences. The schwa-like filled pause occurs in the majority of cases in all functions; however, their ratio is lower in the phatic function than in the other two functions (Figure 7).

Filled pauses consisting of a single speech sound other than schwa are characteristic of the function of marking a speech planning problem to a larger extent than in the other cases. This means that the ratio of the most frequent complex forms is higher in cases of the phatic function (16.6%...
as opposed to 10.0% and 2.3%). A cautious conclusion can be drawn that the complex forms of filled pause are not as effective as the single-sound forms. Since these complex forms require complicated organization of articulation gestures, speakers seem to avoid using them when having speech planning difficulties.

We have investigated whether the function of the schwa-like vowel affects its duration. Speakers produce this vowel with an average duration of 303 ms (SD: 146) in cases of an internal planning problem, and with 370 ms (SD: 173) in the phatic marker function. Statistical analysis showed significant differences in duration depending on functions. The data supported the assumption of function-dependent temporal characteristics of filled pauses. The articulation of this vowel in the phatic marker function was completed in a longer time than in the case of an internal planning problem ($t(483) = -2.368; p = 0.018$). Expressing intention to speak is a more conscious act than expressing difficulties in speech planning; this distinction results in differences in duration. The schwa-like vowel was produced with an average duration of 314 ms (SD: 220) in the vicinity of speech errors. There were no significant differences between the durations of schwa-like vowels in this function and the two other functions (Figure 8).

![Fig. 8](image.png)

Duration of schwa-like filled pauses depending on function
Statistical analysis could not be performed on filled pauses involving \([m]\) because of the low number of occurrences in each function. The mean values showed, however, that the bilabial nasal in the case of an internal planning problem was completed in a shorter time than in the phatic marker function (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal planning problem</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface error</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phatic marker</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{o}m\) [\text{om}] occurred together with a speech error just once, its duration in this case was 279 ms. In contrast to schwa-like and nasal filled pauses, speakers produced the form \(\text{o}m\) with a shorter duration in the phatic marker function than in the case of an internal planning problem (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal planning problem</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phatic marker</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The filled pause \(\text{o}h\) [\text{oh}] occurred only in the internal planning problem and phatic marker functions, just like \(\text{o}m\). According to the data, speakers produced \(\text{o}h\) forms, too, with a shorter duration in the case of planning problems than in the phatic marker function (Table 4). We could see that the duration of filled pauses is longer in the phatic marker function than in any other function (like error marking). The data revealed that the largest difference in duration depending on functions was found with \(\text{o}h\).
The frequency values of the first two formants of the schwa-like realizations were also analyzed. The aim of the analysis was to determine whether or not the values of F1 and F2 depend on the function of the schwa-like vowel. The first formant of the schwa was the same in all functions (without any significant differences; see Table 5 for the values). This means that tongue height does not vary across functions.

The second formant values seem to be indicators of the function-dependent realization of the schwa-like sound since they show clear differences depending upon function (Table 6, overleaf); however, the difference is significant only in males’ articulation. The F2 value of schwa-realizations is higher in the case of internal planning problems than in the phatic marker function ($t(236) = -2.594; p = 0.016$). Function-dependent realization correlates with the horizontal movement of the tongue. There were no such significant differences in F2 values of [a] when it occurred together with surface errors and in the two other functions.

There were no significant differences in the F2-values depending on function in the females’ articulation; however, in their case, there was a tendency of highest second formant values in the phatic function.
Table 6
F2 values of realizations of [a] depending on function (Hz)
(means and standard deviations, SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Internal planning problem</th>
<th>Surface error</th>
<th>Phatic marker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>1522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>1726</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

Filled pauses show several kinds of realizations in Hungarian. The most frequent forms are schwa-like sounds; speakers produce them close to 80% of all cases. Speakers prefer the schwa-like sound because of its neutral and simple articulation. However, there are filled pauses containing two or more speech sounds which are used successfully for marking the speaker’s intention to speak. We might conclude that there is a tendency of function division among the filled pause forms.

Silent pauses can occur in the vicinity of filled pauses. Silent pauses following filled pauses are more frequent than those preceding them. However, silent pauses that precede filled pauses are longer (by 100 ms on average) than those following them because speakers make an effort to manage planning or error correction during the first silent pause. If this process is not successful, the speaker has to use another type of disfluency to solve the problem: in our case, this is where filled pause comes into the picture.

Filled pauses have several functions in spontaneous speech. They provide time for speech planning processes and self-repair, they also mark the speaker’s intention to speak. The majority of all filled pauses (86.9%) were produced because of the speakers’ internal planning problems or their trials to overcome them. 6.8% of all filled pauses occurred together with a surface speech error while 6.3% of them served the phatic marker function.

The most frequent form, a schwa-like vowel, shows function-dependent variability in duration. Speakers produce it with a longer duration to mark their intention to speak as opposed to cases when they indicate some planning problem. The values of the first formant showed no change.
across functions. The values of the second formant, however, show differences depending upon function in males’ but not in females’ articulation. The value of F2 is higher in the case of an internal planning problem than in the phatic marker function with the male subjects. These results might refer to the speakers’ inclination to alter their articulation in terms of function.

The more we learn about the acoustic-phonetic characteristics of filled pauses (on the surface) the better assumptions on internal planning processes can be defined.
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